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Bridleless!

Learn the skills you and your horse
need to ride without a bridle.
Part 1: Obedience
Text & Photos by Heidi Melocco

R
Julie Goodnight and her horse, Dually,
show off their bridleless abilities. The
pair logged plenty of hours with full
tack and tested their cues over and
over before taking off the bridle.
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iding without a bridle is the ultimate proof
that you have an obedient and willing equine
partner. To achieve that goal, you need to rely
more on your body cues and less on the reins. Even if
you never choose to take off your horse’s bridle, the
training process helps you clarify your cues, makes
you less reliant on the reins, and helps your horse
learn to obey to your subtle body shifts.
“It all starts with obedience,” says trainer and
clinician Julie Goodnight. “It’s never safe to take the
bridle off of a horse that isn’t obedient to your voice,
body and seat cues 100 percent of the time.”

Julie Goodnight is
the popular host of
Horse Master on
RFD-TV and travels
the country sharing
her horsemanship
training with riders
of all disciplines.
Her teaching builds
confidence in the
saddle and helps
explain the “whys”
of horsemanship.
She’s experienced in
dressage and jumping,
racing, reining, cow
horse, colt starting,
and wilderness riding.
Goodnight is also
the International
Spokesperson
for the Certified
Horsemanship
Association and
was named Equine
Affaire’s Exceptional
Equestrian Educator.
She and her husband
live in the Colorado
mountains. Both love
versatility ranch horse
competitions and
riding cowhorses.
www.juliegoodnight.com
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3-Part Series with
Julie Goodnight

Part1: Obedience
Here, Goodnight shares her strategies
for establishing authority with your
horse while sharpening your riding
skills.

Less is More

What does it take to reach the goal of
riding bridleless? Goodnight says that
it requires you to change your mindset.
You must expect obedience from your
horse at all times and begin riding with
a different set of cues, using your body
position more and your reins less. To
even think of taking off the bridle, you
must be able to trust your horse to
follow your cues without constant need
of reinforcement.
“When you ride without a bridle,
you’ll use your center of gravity, leg
pressure and the position of your body,”
says Goodnight.

“When your horse needs a
reinforcement, it needs to come
quickly and smoothly,” Goodnight
continues. “If you give a cue, your
horse should respond immediately,
or you need to pick up the reins to
reinforce it. Reinforcement should
come within one second of the cue.”
However, you don’t want to
be too abrupt with your rein
reinforcement. “Always pick up the
reins smoothly and deliberately,”
says Goodnight. “If you’re too quick
and jerky, your horse becomes
reactive to rein aids. When you
promptly and smoothly reinforce
your cues, your horse will become
responsive and willingly obey.”

Reins as a Last Resort

Goodnight says she often sees riders
pick up the reins first to give a cue,
but that won’t work if you’re going
to ride bridleless one day. “It’s
subconscious and habitual to go
to the reins first, but pulling on
the reins as a primary cue doesn’t
give your horse a chance to obey
the cue,” she explains. “You have to
make a mental shift to think, ‘I will
use my seat and leg cues first. My reins
are only for reinforcement.’

Ask your horse to walk straight
ahead without constant corrections
to test his obedience. Notice that
Dually walks straight ahead and
Goodnight’s hand is neutrally placed
on the saddle pad.
Neutralize your reins by tucking your
reining hand beneath the saddle pad.
Only use your reins when needed to
reinforce a cue.

Put it to the Test

If your horse doesn’t listen to your
body cues, reinforce the cue with a
smooth and timely rein aid. Here,
Goodnight corrects Dually from
walking away from her straight line.
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Now that you know what it takes to ride
bridleless, test your horse’s skills and
find out how ready you are. With the
bridle in place, warm up in an enclosed
arena. To start Goodnight’s test, pick
out a target point in the distance and
ask your horse to go straight to that
point.For example, ride down the long
side of the arena while choosing to look
at a tree or marker at the other end.
Lay your rein hand down on your
horse’s withers so that you touch the
saddle pad and keep your reins loose.
This will neutralize your reins so that

they’re at the ready but aren’t placing
any pressure on your horse’s mouth.
Goodnight likes to tuck her fingers
under the saddle pad to ensure that
she doesn’t use the reins too much.
Ride straight toward your goal point
without rein pressure to find out if
your horse can stay on track.
“This test helps you know if
you have been guiding your horse
too much or if you can trust him
to obediently follow your path,”
Goodnight says. “You’ll know that
your horse has little respect for your
authority if you have to constantly
guide him; if he pulls towards the
middle of the arena; if he slows down
as you pass the arena gate; or if he
speeds up because you loosened the
reins.”

3-Part Series with
Julie Goodnight

Part1: Obedience
If you feel the need to make constant
corrections during the test, you have
developed what Goodnight calls a
“codependent relationship” with your
horse. An obedient horse should go in
the direction you tell him, until you
instruct him to go somewhere else. If
you have to hold him on the path or
compromise the direction, you play into
his disobedience, creating a cycle.
“You have to break the codependent
cycle and let him know he must stay on
your course,” Goodnight says. “If you
drop your rein hand to neutral and your
horse immediately changes course, lift
your reins and firmly redirect him to
the path. Then immediately drop your
hand to neutral again.”
Goodnight says your horse must
accept your authority and stay on
the path you dictate before you can
continue with bridleless training. If you
had to correct your horse multiple times
during the initial test, keep working on
straight lines along the arena rail.
Once your horse will stay on the rail
with your rein hand down on his neck,
move to the middle of the arena to
make it more challenging. Your horse
won’t have the visual aid of the fence
to help him know where to go. Ride
in straight lines across the arena on
the diagonals and quarterlines. Keep
your hand in a neutral position, but be
willing and ready to quickly reinforce
your cues with the reins.

Test your horse’s obedience at faster gaits only if he’s consistently obedient to your
requests to move in a straight line at the walk.
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return your rein hand to neutral.
This will determine if your horse
relies on your rein aids to turn. Only
allow a turn if you asked for it.

Consistent Cueing

When you turn to look where you
want to go and give your horse
correct leg cues, you can turn without
relying on the reins.
 Notice Goodnight’s right leg
moving away from Dually’s ribcage
and her left leg applying pressure to
keep the horse’s ribcage from bulging
to the left. He must move ahead
straight.

“Be aware of your horse’s
shoulders, ribs or hips ‘bulging’
toward the direction he would like to
go instead of toward your objective,”
Goodnight says. “Add leg pressure or
correct with your reins to keep your
horse moving straight ahead. Moving
any body part away from the straight
line is off-course.”
Once your horse obeys your
request for straightness, test his
willingness to move with straightness
at any gait. “He should maintain a
steady speed on a loose rein,” says
Goodnight. “If he speeds up when
you loosen the reins, correct him
immediately with your reins and seat,
then loosen the reins and expect him
to stay at the speed you dictate.
“Only work at the trot if your horse
is obeying your cues at the walk,”
adds Goodnight. “And only move to
the canter if the trot feels secure and
your horse is staying straight and
at a steady speed without constant
reinforcement.”
Finally, working at a walk, cue
your horse to turn using just your
legs. Reinforce your leg cues with
your reins if needed, then quickly
Online
Extra

Get ready to go bridless! Watch
a lesson with Julie Goodnight at
HorseChannel.com/Bridleless

Your test results will show you how
obedient your horse is and what you
have to work on. As you continue to
practice, keep in mind that horses
can sense your every move and are
capable of tuning in to your signals
very quickly—if you are clear and
consistent.
“In every clinic I give, I ask the
riders to turn their horses without
rein aids and to start their cue by
looking where they want to go,”
Goodnight says. “I teach them to
open their shoulders and arms into
the turn, letting their whole bodies
shift in the direction they are turning
(all the way down to their feet), and
reinforce their body cues with a
bump of the inside rein if the horse
doesn’t respond within a second.
Within five minutes, all 15 horses in
the clinic consistently turn without
rein pressure. Your horse learns new
cues quickly if he has consistent cues
and reinforcement.”
Remember that you can pick up
the reins at any time to correct your
horse’s direction or speed if he doesn’t
listen to the guiding cues of your legs,
upper body and arms. Correct within
one second of your first cue. Once
your horse is 100 percent obedient
going straight, at faster gaits and
through turns, you can start working
on developing the additional cues
you’ll need to ditch the bridle. HI
HEIDI MELOCCO is a journalist,
photographer, and therapeutic riding
instructor—and she loves her Paint named “Q.”
She’s based in Mead, Colo.

Coming
Next monTH:
In part two, Goodnight teaches cues
for stopping, backing and turning
without using rein pressure.
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